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Test Your Knowledge: That or Which?
Are you a usage whiz? Whether you want to prove your chops or just get to the bottom of which
word to use, our quiz on that and which will put your knowledge of restrictive and nonrestrictive
clauses to the test. See how many you can answer and get explanations from the MLA team! 

Multiple Choice Typeface Trouble

https://t.e2ma.net/click/qgermb/yuuzljb/yi10xg
https://t.e2ma.net/click/qgermb/yuuzljb/eb20xg
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Has the political candidate had many or
multiple positions on the issue? Our latest
Behind the Style post helps you navigate the
difference between the terms. Find out more.

First E-handbook Published
For the first time, the MLA Handbook has
been published as an e-book. Available as
an EPUB or in a Kindle edition, the new 
e-book is searchable and includes bonus
online features. Find out more.

You know you need to italicize book titles in
citations, but what about titles in alphabets
like Cyrillic, Chinese, or Arabic? Are there
alternatives to italics? Find out more.

Letter Perfect
Citing unpublished sources like letters can
be tricky. The experts behind MLA style
explain what to use instead of a title and how
to distinguish more than one letter by the
same writer. Find out more.

Modern Language Association, 85 Broad Street, suite 500, New York, NY 10004-2434

https://t.e2ma.net/click/qgermb/yuuzljb/u320xg
https://t.e2ma.net/click/qgermb/yuuzljb/aw30xg
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https://t.e2ma.net/click/qgermb/yuuzljb/ym80xg
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